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Magnetoresistance effects at the metamagnetic transition
in R6Fe142xAl x „R5Nd,La …

S. Jonen and H. R. Rechenberga)

Instituto de Fı´sica, Universidade de Sa˜o Paulo, Caixa Postal 66318, 05315-900 Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil

The La6Co11Ga3-type intermetallic compounds Nd6Fe10Al4, La6Fe10Al4, and La6Fe9Al5 have been
studied by magnetization and electrical resistance measurements in applied fields up to 9 T. All
compounds were found to be antiferromagnetic, i.e., no residual magnetization was found, in
contrast to most compounds of the R6Fe142xMx type. A metamagnetic transition was observed for
all samples at a critical field smaller than 3 T, and a;3%–5% resistivity drop was found to occur
concomitantly. Both the magnetization~M! and the magnetoresistance~MR! exhibited a large
hysteresis for the Nd compound, but the MR vsM relationship was history independent in the upper
part of the magnetization curve. The metamagnetic transition field exhibited an anomalous
temperature dependence for Nd6Fe10Al4 which was ascribed to crystal-field effects. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!34608-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, electrical resistivity measurements h
become an important complementary tool in the study
magnetic phase transitions. When the transition is from
antiferromagnetic~AF! state to a ferromagnetic~F! state, a
resistivity drop usually occurs, one which is often lar
enough to warrant a giant magnetoresistance~GMR! desig-
nation. A long known example is the FeRh alloy, in which
AF→F transition can be driven by an applied field and
large resistivity decrease is observed.1,2 Similar effects have
been reported recently for intermetallic compounds such
La(FexAl12x)13,3 UNiGa,4 Ce(Fe12xRux)2 ,5 Ce2Fe17,

6 and
Gd2In.7 The excess resistivity of the AF phase can be
cribed to the opening of extra gaps in the Fermi surfa
~superzone effects! or to spin-dependent scattering. The lat
is believed to be essential to explain the large resistivity d
associated to magnetic switching in antiferromagnetica
coupled artificial multilayer structures, to which the GM
term was first applied.8 Therefore, it is not surprising tha
naturally occurring systems with layered magnetic structu
have attracted attention in the search for new GMR effe
the FeRh alloy itself has been pointed out as a natural m
netic multilayer.9 In this context, the R6Fe142xAl x com-
pounds stand out as candidates for such studies.

The structural and magnetic properties of R6Fe13M com-
pounds, where R is a light rare earth and M5Ge, Si, Cu, Au,
Ag, Sn, or Sb, have been extensively investigated.10–15These
compounds crystallize as an ordered variant of
La6Co11Ga3-type tetragonal structure. For M5Al or Ga,
higher M concentrations are preferred and a solubility ra
exists, especially for Al. All compounds in this family fea
ture AF couplings among Fe moments~and, most likely,
between R moments as well!, leading to antiferromagnetic o
ferrimagnetic ordering. The magnetic structure has not b
determined so far, but it has been suggested by var
authors13,14that it may consist of ferromagnetic Fe slabs w

a!Electronic mail: hercilio@macbeth.if.usp.br
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alternating spin orientations, separated from each other b
and M atoms, with the distance between successive Fe s
being as large as 10 Å. This model is attractive for its sim
larity with artificial multilayers.

Many compounds of the R6Fe142xMx family exhibit
slope changes in their magnetization curves, typical of me
magnetic transitions. The sharpest transitions are seen
M5Al and x>3, irrespective of R being a magnetic io
~e.g., Nd! or not ~La!.15 We have found that these transition
are accompanied by resistivity drops of 3%–5%, and in t
article we report our first results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Three compounds were studied in this work: R6Fe10Al4

with R5Nd and La, and La6Fe9Al5. Samples were prepare
by arc melting and annealed in argon atmosphere at 75
for 4 weeks. All samples had the required tetragonal str
ture and no impurity phases could be detected in x-ray d
grams, but the La-based samples contained small amoun
a-Fe and La~or La3Al), as revealed by their Mo¨ssbauer
spectra and by the onset of superconductivity atT;5 K.
Attempts to prepare Nd6Fe9Al5 have been unsuccessful.
;13135 mm3 prism was cut from each button to be us
in both the magnetization and the electrical resistance m
surements. Magnetization measurements were made w
vibrating sample magnetometer mounted on a 9 Tsupercon-
ducting solenoid. The electrical resistance was measu
with an ac bridge with the magnetic field applied longitud
nally. Mössbauer spectra were taken on powder absorbe
order to characterize the samples for impurity phases, as
as to determine the Ne´el temperature by measuring hyperfin
splitting as a function of temperature. The relevant physi
parameters are given in Table I.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Magnetization versus applied field curves, measured
T54.2 K up to 9 T, are shown in Fig. 1. The metamagne
transition can be clearly identified as a kink in all the curv
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The magnetization increases linearly with applied fie
up to the transition for the three samples studied, i.e., th
compounds are antiferromagnetic. This is a remarkable
sult, since all similar compounds studied so far~mostly those
of the R6Fe11M3 type! exhibit nonlinear behavior in this re
gion, reflecting a residual magnetization. In a recent pa
de Groot et al.14 reported a spontaneous magnetization
about 2mB /f.u. in many different compounds of this stru
ture. Since this result was independent of the R elemen
was concluded that the R sublattice is perfectly antifer
magnetic. The large difference between the R6Fe10Al4 mag-
netization for R5Nd and La in Fig. 1~corresponding to
14.4mB /f.u. at 9 T! is clearly due to the contribution of Nd
moments; thus, one effect of the applied field is to break
Nd–Nd antiferromagnetic couplings. It follows that the r
sidual magnetization at low fields, observed in other co
pounds, must be due to an uncompensated moment i
otherwise AF Fe sublattice. In a previous paper15 we have
shown that the residual magnetization tends towards z
when going from Nd6Fe11Al3 to Nd6Fe10Al4, and this result
is confirmed here for the Al-rich La compounds. A simp
explanation is to assume that the additional Al atom j
replaces the one Fe atom whose moment~of magnitude
;2 mB) is uncompensated at the 6–11–3 composition.

Magnetoresistance curves are shown in Figs. 2 and 3
Nd6Fe10Al4 and La6Fe9Al5, respectively. The resistivity a
low temperatures was estimated to be in the 180–200mV cm
range, a more accurate determination being difficult beca
of the smallness of our samples.

As seen in Figs. 2 and 3, at every temperature the m
magnetic transition is mirrored by a magnetoresistance cu
of similar shape. For the Nd-based compound a signific

TABLE I. Lattice constants and magnetic ordering temperatures of the c
pounds studied.

Sample
a

~nm!
c

~nm!
TN

~K!

Nd6Fe10Al4 0.816~1! 2.306~1! 239~2!
La6Fe10Al4 0.825~1! 2.381~1! 174~5!
La6Fe9Al5 0.827~1! 2.388~1! 120~5!

FIG. 1. Magnetization vs applied field for Nd6Fe10Al4 ~A!, La6Fe10Al4 ~B!,
and La6Fe9Al5 ~C!. The arrows indicate increasing and decreasing fields
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hysteresis is observed at low temperatures. Since the hy
esis is much smaller for the La-based compound, it is ob
ously related to the crystal-field induced anisotropy of the
ions.

If the applied fieldB0 is eliminated between theM vs B0

and the (DR/R) vs B0 data, a two-valued (DR/R) vs M
function should result, corresponding to the increasi
decreasing field branches. The result of this operation
Nd6Fe10Al4 at 4.2 K is shown in Fig. 4. Surprisingly, a sig
nificant portion of the curves merge together in such a w
that for M>70 J/T kg the magnetoresistance seems to
pend on the magnetization only, irrespective of magnetic h
tory. Further analysis shows that the data closely follow
M2 law in this range. This result could be an indication th
the upper part of the magnetization curve@see Fig. 1~A!#

-

FIG. 2. Nd6Fe10Al4 magnetization and magnetoresistance vs applied fiel
the temperatures indicated.

FIG. 3. La6Fe9Al5 magnetization and magnetoresistance vs applied field
the temperatures indicated.
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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corresponds to magnetic moment rotation towards the
plied field, while the spin flips leading from an AF- to
F-like state have already occurred at lower fields.

The metamagnetic transition fieldBc was determined
from the upward knee of theM vs B curves~i.e., at the first
d2M /dB2 maximum!, so far as the transition was perce
tible. The Bc temperature dependence for the three co
pounds studied is shown in Fig. 5. For the La compoundsBc

smoothly decreases at increasing temperatures and ten
zero forT→TN . Qualitatively, this is the expected behavi
of the exchange field in an antiferromagnet. For Nd6Fe10Al4,
Bc is larger than for the corresponding La compound,
cause the Nd crystal-field anisotropy provides an extra
ergy ~via Nd–Fe exchange coupling! that must be overcome
to turn the Fe spins over. In addition, however, aBc increase
is seen at low temperatures, which is quite unusual. It
been inferred from point-charge calculations16 that the two
rare-earth sites in this structure (8b and 16l ) have A20

crystal-field coefficients of opposite signs, which could le
to canted spin structures for the R sublattice. It thus may

FIG. 4. Nd6Fe10Al4 magnetoresistance vs magnetization atT54.2 K. The
arrows indicate increasing and decreasing fields.

FIG. 5. Metamagnetic transition field vs reduced temperature
Nd6Fe10Al4 ~A!, La6Fe10Al4 ~B!, and La6Fe9Al5 ~C! ~measured at increasing
field!.
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conjectured that the magnetic ground state includes non
linear Nd moments~most probably located at 16l sites!,
whose local anisotropy rapidly weakens with increasing te
perature, making them smoothly rotate into collinearity w
the Fe moments. In this way, their contribution to the to
exchange field seen by Fe spins would increase with t
perature. A temperature-driven spin reorientation has
cently been detected by Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy i
Nd6Fe13Si,17 and it would be interesting to search for a sim
lar phenomenon in Al compounds.

In summary, the magnetization and electrical resista
of the intermetallic compounds Nd6Fe10Al4, La6Fe10Al4, and
La6Fe9Al5 have been measured in applied fields up to 9
All compounds were found to be antiferromagnetic. A me
magnetic transition was observed for all samples at a crit
field smaller than 3 T, and a;3%–5% resistivity drop was
found to occur concomitantly. The metamagnetic transit
field exhibited an anomalous temperature dependence
Nd6Fe10Al4 which was attributed to crystal-field effects. Th
possible occurrence of a temperature-driven spin reorie
tion in this compound, as well as magnetovolume effects
the metamagnetic transition, are currently being investiga
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